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With Her Permission . . .

. . . I am thrilled to show you Kathy Barrick's/Carriage House Samplings' most anticipated release of "Christmas at Hawk Run Hollow" ~ I
think this is her best HRH yet. They just keep getting better! I cannot wait to begin this one, and as she "unveiled" the blocks out of order
on her blog, I kept changing my mind about which was my favorite, there are so many that I love. Of course, I love the cardinals, but the
glorious peacocks . . . the beautiful church . . . the alphabet feather tree . . . deer weathervane . . . the New Year's Eve ship with its gorgeous
sails and its red-white-and-blue flag flying . . . oh, my, it's just too hard to choose. So I guess I'll have to stitch them all!
I love this sooooooooo much that I decided to make it one (the other will be announced in October) of the October Samplers of the
Month. Kathy's model is stitched on 40c Examplar with Needlepoint, Inc. silk. We didn't have any Standard Examplar (as opposed to
Vintage) in the shop to photograph with the NPI's, so I selected two of my favorite Lakeside Linen colors, Vintage Autumn Gold and Vintage
Sand Dune, and photographed those with the NPI's . . . and THEN with the Belle Soies I selected (a little birdie told me there will be 3 new
colors next week [Her Crowne, a beautiful gold; Maiden Voyage, a beautiful blue, and Walk the Plank, a brown], so I haven't quite finalized
the conversion):
On the left in both rows, Vintage Autumn Gold ............ and on the right, Vintage Sand Dune, a very poor representation of it ~ it's not that
dark!

So as one of our October Samplers of the month, you may save 15% during October on the following ~ the undiscounted prices are shown in
parentheses:
chart ($36) + linen (40c cut with 2-inch margins, $31 OR, for Vintage Autumn Gold, which is a double-dyed fabric, which means it is
dyed twice, is a bit more expensive ($42 for the same cut). On 40c you do NOT need to order a special cut; a stitcher's quarter will
be perfect! And if you prefer the Standard Examplar used in the model, that is usually a special-order item with The Attic, but we
will have some on hand especially for this sampler.
chart ($36) + a minimum of six silks of your choice. I recognize that many of us have silk stash and some of you may not wish to
purchase a whole set of either. However, if you do, there are 60 NPI's used ($240) + Thread Gatherer's Mint Frost ($7), which I
understand is used for the snow ~ and thus far in my Belle Soie indulgence, I have used 40 colors ($260).

Society of Soie Surfine ...when only the finest will do!

This past summer one of my shop-owner friends, Cathe Ray from Alameda’s Needle In a Haystack, discovered a wonderful thing
that resulted from a thread mix-up: Gloriana hand-dyed an Au Ver a Soie silk that was believed to be Soie 100/3, which is the
base thread for Luminescence ~ in fact, it was really Soie Surfine, a 130/2 twisted silk thread that is absolutely perfect for the
fine linens (40- and 45-count) that many of us have come to love.
Cathe shared some of this fabulous “mistake” with several of us at our annual shop-owner retreat in Portland this past June, and
from that was born the Society of Soie Surfine, a cooperative of five needlework shops dedicated to the finest in counted-thread
supplies. And by "finest" we mean very fine-count linens and the finest of threads.
We have arranged with Gloriana Threads to hand-dye Soie Surfine exclusively for our Society of Soie Surfine Member Shops, and as a
stitcher you can become a Society Subscriber by purchasing a subscription to the Society. Our hand-dyed Soie Surfine threads are limited
editions and available only through the Society – no one else will have them.
Our first subscription (Series #1) is just now starting and will last for 6 months. We will be featuring 5 thread colors and 1 fabric during the
six months. Our first thread color is called Carmine Rose and is a lovely Red/Rose tone-on-tone color. It comes in a 100-yd twisted skein
packaged in a crystal clear bag you can put on a ring to organize your subscription threads.
The fabric will be custom dyed for us by Lakeside Linens and will be available in 40- or 45-count during the series. It is coordinated to go
with the 5 thread colors we have selected for this series. The fabric will be approximately 18x12 in size, enough for some fine design use.
Additional yardage can be ordered by subscribers at any time during the six-month run of Series #1. Right now the fabric in this series is
planned for the third month, and that is somewhat dependent upon fabric delivery from Germany.
While we do not currently have any designs that call for this limited-edition thread and fabric, we are investigating having a design created
for it and will let subscribers know how that comes along. But we know everyone has lovely designs that call out for some special thread and
fabric so we're sure you will find some fabulous designs to pair with our Series #1 subscription.
Series #1 subscriptions are $18 for each of 6 months ($108 total) and entitle Society Subscribers to 1 skein each of the 5 thread colors and
one piece of 40- or 45-count fabric (approx. 18x12). Subscriptions are limited. so sign.up now to ensure your receipt of these unique threads
and fabric. You can sign.up through us by calling the shop or e-mailing. Please put as the Subject of your e-mail “Society of Soie Surfine.”
Be sure to specify, please, which count fabric you want as part of your subscription.
Society Member Shops are: Needle In A Haystack (Alameda, CA), Acorns and Threads (Portland, OR), Attic Needlework, Stitchville
USA (Minnetonka, MN), and Traditional Stitches (Canada).
Please go to http://societyofsoiesurfine.blogspot.com/ for a bit more information and more photos about the Society and a list of frequently
asked questions (from the last 24 hours, since the first news about this was released).

Speaking about Limited-Edition Threads . . .

We are very, very excited, as Sharon's LNS, to have available for photography AND FOR SALE some limited-edition 25-yard skeins of Belle
Soie .($30 each). Why are these limited? Because they cannot be duplicated due to a change in the dye formulation from the manufacturer.
All very beautiful, depending on your color preferences, but once they're gone, they cannot be duplicated. These will be available at the St.
Charles Market as well.

I was very disappointed in the color that I was able to capture with the camera. Top row, left, are five beautiful blues that, unfortunately,
whether in full sunlight or shadow, photographed with a very dominant gray tone.

And in the row below, on the right, are three lucious shades of lavender/deep purple. Again, not nearly as gray in person. I guess I need to
take a digital photography class in my spare time.

Please order by photo position in the row, i.e., top left, top right, bottom left, bottom right ~ and by position in the photograph,
i.e., from top to bottom, no. 1, 2, 3 and so on.

More Limited Edition Threads . . . these from Thread Gatherer

Each package is $21 and, from left to right, they are known as
"Urban Slang #1" ~ with 3 threads: Glitterati (famous or glamorous people), Flamdoodle (nonsense or foolishness), and
Bafflegab (pompous & opaque prose style) along with a bar of Soap on a Whim, a division of The Thread Gatherer
"Urban Slang #2" - with 4 threads: Pink Ink (Romance Novels), Magic Bullet (Miraculous remedy for social ill), Fair Dinkum
(honest, fair, just), and Clean & Green (clear of police or other obstructions, 1970's)
"Halloween" - with 3 threads: Ghost Turds, Vampire's Glamour, and Pumkinhead AND some ribbon (colors vary somewhat
from package to package)

A New Threadpack Series, "Christmasland" . . .

. . . a new threadpack series from Crescent Colours + Raise the Roof Designs ~ $18 per threadpack, which includes the silk, buttons and
pattern.

And From Kelmscott Designs . . . Hold onto your Hats!

There's Lots!

Fabulous miniature fish threadwinders, a package of 3 for $7 . . . and then a most beautiful Adam & Eve needleminder with design detail that
you have come to expect in these exquisite needlework accessories, $9.50 . . . and another of our favorite accessory to collect, scissors ~ this
one, the Tudor Rose, is absolutely lovely ~ it looks like antique silver, is 3.75" long, with very pointed and sharp blades, $11.50.

We can never have too many boxes, most especially when they're of this quality. wooden and handmade ($22). This one is exactly like the
Sarah Moon box released previously but the top has no image adhered to it so that you may finish it as you wish. Please read on to see some
lovely new designs by our Linda Vinson/ Needlemade as well as by Wendy KC

From Needlemade Designs:

.

"Glad Tidings Christmas Box" with smalls ($13.50) uses the handmade box to present the design of an angel bringing us glad tidings, as well as
several smalls, including a needlepage in the shape of the angel's harp. 28c V. Buttercream is used for the design, stitched over one on the
box top, with Belle Soie, Accentuate, and Mill Hill beads.
"Gather Ye Rosebuds" is a gorgeous monochromatic design with a very classic image stitched on 36c V Bittersweet with Rose of Sharon Belle
Soie + Mill Hill beads.

From Plum Street Samplers:.

"Paradise Lost" ($22) ~ a fabulous design on 36c V. Lt. Examplar (417 x 184) stitched with NPI and Gloriana silks ~ "Halloween Hornbook
Sampler"($9) with nine squares all showing their Halloween connection; the 121 x 140 design, stitched on 36c V. Quicksilver with Belle Soie
silks, would make some adorable smalls as well.

"Garden of Eerie" ($12) is a reflection of Paulette's wonderful sense of humor, 176 x 161 on 36c V. Sand Dune with NPI silks ~ "Heaven Gave
Rain" ($9), a whimsical design with an oversized tulip, a wonderfully detailed skirt on the umbrella'd lady, and diamond-shaped rain clouds, 112
x 131 stitched on 36c V. Buttercream with Belle Soie and NPI silks.

From Wendy KC Designs and Carolina House Designs:

"Winter Star Treasure Box" ($16.50), a lovely Christmas collection stitched on 32c Flax ~ and "Garden of Hearts and Flowers" ($10.50) on
28c Antique White . . .

. . . and "Strawberry Bag with 3 Sweeties" ($16.50) stitched on 32c Flax with NPI, Thread Gatherer, and also Petite Treasure Braid.
The "Quaker Garden" set ($16.50) is a former teaching piece from Carolyn Standing Webb for the Swan Sampler Guild is now available to
everyone! This gorgeous six-sided box with smalls is stitched on 32c Cream with Soie d'Alger . . . and . . .

. . . "Pink Pearls and Flowers" ($14.50) is stitched with AVAS Soie d'Alger on 30c Pink Porcelain Legacy Linen.

From Little House Needleworks.

Diane's new "The Library" is shipping to us next week but the preliminary information received didn't have a price included. I should have

asked!

"Holiday Samplings II" ($9) with a limited-edition frame ($43) ~ "Spooky Stuff" Button Sampler and Needle Case ($9) ~ "Sassy Pumpkin
Halloween Motifs Pumpkin Make-Do and Pin Cushion ($9); the make-do base is $6

From Needleprint

"A Perpetually Engaging Diary" ($35) is on its way to us and should be here next week. The diary has one page per week, and each month has
2 images (there are 13 months) together with charted projects for 12 months. In total, there are 27 images, 12 projects (including 2 Quaker,
1 Bristol Orphanage, 1 Mountmellick Quaker) and it is 106 pages. It uses a concealed ring bound. A wonderful gift.
There's much, much more, but this has to be it for today. I missed "speaking with you" last week, but I ran out of time before leaving for a
convention for another passion of mine. I had the privilege of serving as a delegate to the International Convention of P.E.O., a philanthropic
educational organization that I am involved with because, as a college student without funds to continue my education, the school
administration put me in touch with P.E.O. and, as a result of their financial help, I was able to complete my program of study. Were it not
for them, my life would have been totally different. This philanthropic organization, one of the pioneer societies for women, was founded in
1869 and today proudly makes a difference in women's lives with five international philanthropies. It is an organization where women
celebrate the advancement of women; educate women through scholarships, grants, awards, loans, and stewardship of Cottey College; and
motivate women to achieve their highest aspirations ~ all through the fund-raising efforts of women in small chapters around the globe.
So when I ask you if you want to buy some beautiful geraniums or somehow participate in one of our other fund-raisers, know that it is for a
good cause.

Don't forget to join us (please register first) for our September Saturday Stitch-In
this week.
Jean Lea

Attic Needlework & Collectibles
106 East McKellips Road, Suite 111
Mesa, Arizona 85201
480.898.1838 ~ FAX: 480.898.0332
Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC
www.atticneedlework.com/

